
1. OVERVIEW 

1-1 Massachusetts Brand 

How does the project you propose manifest an appreciation for and collaboration with the existing 
Massachusetts “brand,” i.e., our intellectual/knowledge economy; our biomedical, life sciences, 
educational and financial services economic driver; and our long history of innovation and economic 
regeneration over the 400 years of our existence? 

 

1-2 Destination Resort 

(Optional For Category 2 applicants) Some visionaries in the gaming business describe an evolution of 
gaming facilities from “convenience casinos” to “destination resorts” to “city integrated resorts.” Explain 
what, if any, meaning “city integrated resorts” has to you, and how you anticipate following its 
principles, if in fact you subscribe to them. Additionally, please explain how the project you propose 
embraces the Legislature’s mandate to present "destination resort casinos" rather than "convenience 
casinos”? 

 

1-3 Outward Looking 

How do you propose to merge the creation of a destination resort casino or slots parlor with the 
concept of creating an outward looking physical structure; that is, an establishment that relates to and is 
integrated with the host and surrounding communities, leverages Massachusetts’ existing assets, and 
enhances and coordinates with Massachusetts’ existing tourism and other leisure venues? 

 

1-4 Competitive Environment 

Describe the competitive environment in which you anticipate operating over the next 10 years and how 
you plan to succeed in that environment without taking revenues away from other Massachusetts 
gaming establishments, race tracks or businesses. 

 

1-5 Meeting Unmet Needs 

How do you propose to work with affiliated attractions and amenities to broaden the market base of the 
gaming facility and to meet unmet needs in our array of entertainment, education and leisure 
resources? 

 

1-6 Collaborative Marketing 

How do you intend to market aggressively outside Massachusetts and internationally, perhaps in 
cooperation with our existing industries and organizations such as MassPort and the Massachusetts 



Office of Travel and Tourism (“MOTT”), and certainly in collaboration with our existing institutional 
drivers of economic and international development? 

 

1-7 Diverse Workforce and Supplier Base 

Describe your commitment to a diverse workforce and supplier base, and an inclusive approach to 
marketing, operations and training practices that will take advantage of the broad range of skills and 
experiences represented in our Commonwealth's evolving demographic profile. Further, identify and 
discuss the diversity within the leadership and ownership of the applicant, if any. 

 

1-8 Broadening the Region’s Tourism Appeal 

What is your overall perspective and strategy for broadening the appeal of your region and the 
Commonwealth to travelers inside and outside of Massachusetts? 

 

1-9 Post Licensing 

Describe any post-licensing actions by the Commission or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that you 
believe will be essential for the success of the project you are proposing. 

 


